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Abstract. To calculate the model accuracy on a computer vision task,
e.g., object recognition, we usually require a test set composing of test
samples and their ground truth labels. Whilst standard usage cases sat-
isfy this requirement, many real world scenarios involve unlabeled test
data, rendering common model evaluation methods infeasible. We in-
vestigate this important and under-explored problem, Automatic model
Evaluation (AutoEval). Specifically, given a labeled training set and a
model, we aim to estimate the model accuracy on unlabeled test datasets.
We construct a meta-dataset : a dataset comprised of datasets generated
from the original training set via various image transformations such as
rotation, background substitution, foreground scaling, etc. As the classi-
fication accuracy of the model on each sample (dataset) is known from
the original dataset labels, our task can be solved via regression. Using
the feature statistics to represent the distribution of a sample dataset,
we can train regression techniques (e.g., a regression neural network) to
predict model performance. Using synthetic meta-dataset and real-world
datasets in training and testing, respectively, we report reasonable and
promising estimates of the model accuracy. We also provide insights into
the application scope, limitation and future directions of AutoEval.
1 Introduction
Model evaluation is an indispensable step in almost every computer vision task.
Using an unseen test set, it aims to estimate a model’s (hopefully) unbiased
accuracy when deployed in the real world scenarios. In most cases, we are pro-
vided with a labeled test set, allowing us to calculate the accuracy of a model
by comparing the predicted labels with the ground truth labels Fig. 1(a). The
community has many well-established benchmarks that provide various types of
evaluation metrics. For example, top-1 error, commonly used in image classifi-
cation datasets ImageNet [7] and Cifar-10 [25], indicates whether the predicted
class with the highest confidence is the same with the ground truth. There are
some other metrics such as mean average precision in object detection [29] and
panoptic quality [24] in panoptic segmentation. To use these metrics, a common
requirement is to have ground truth labels for the test set.
Compared with evaluation on these benchmarks, evaluating model perfor-
mance for real-world deployment is not that straightforward. Often, real-world
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Fig. 1. Problem illustration. Given a classifier trained on an training set, we can gain
a hopefully unbiased estimate of its real world performance by evaluating it on an
unseen labeled test dataset, as shown in (a). However, in many real-world deployment
scenarios we are presented with unlabeled test datasets (b), and as such are unable to
evaluate our classifier using common metrics. This inspired us to explore the problem
of Automatic model Evaluation
data follows distributions that differ from the original training distribution. In
this case, a model’s performance on the test set provided in a benchmark may not
reflect that achieved during deployment. If we still want to have an estimation of
the model’s accuracy in this scenario, we have to re-evaluate it on the real-world
data. However, we often face scenarios where annotations of test samples are
not provided. Furthermore, it can be very complex and expensive to manually
gather labels. Even if acquired, these samples may only cover a very limited set
of conditions, adding bias to the evaluated performance. For example, it is very
expensive to annotate test samples for license plate recognition systems; even
label is gathered for every car, it still can not capture the diversity of real-world
circumstances such as lighting and weather condition. This raises an interesting
question: can we estimate model performance on a test set without test labels?
To answer this question, this paper introduces the Automatic model Evalua-
tion (AutoEval) problem. Given a model trained on a training set, the goal is to
estimate the accuracy of model predictions on an unlabeled test set. Here, we in-
troduce an example in Fig. 1(b). Given a classifier trained on MNIST [26] with
an unlabeled test set, we want to estimate the classification accuracy without
knowing any test ground truths. This problem is challenging, as a test set con-
tains many images, and each image has varied and rich visual content. However,
by visually inspecting the obvious differences between test and training sets, we
can infer that the accuracy on the test set is low.
From this observation, we study AutoEval by considering the distribution
shift between training and test sets and how it effect model accuracy. Exist-
ing literature gives us important hints. Dataset distributions can be represented
by first and second-order statistics of the mean vector of output image feature
representations [37,33,15]. For example, distribution difference can be estimated
via Frchet Distance (FD) [12,10] or maximum mean discrepancy (MMD) metric
[15]. Furthermore, domain adaptation literature shows that a smaller distribu-
tion difference leads to higher target domain accuracy and implies that a large
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Image Classification AutoEval
Sample Image Dataset (sample set)
Label Sample class ground truth Accuracy of model on sample set
Training Dataset Set of labeled images
Set of synthetic labeled
sample sets (meta set)
Testing Dataset
Set of unseen labeled
images
Set of unseen labeled
real-world datasets
Loss Class cross-entropy Predicted accuracy RMSE
Task Classify images
Predict accuracy of model
from statistics of dataset
Table 1. Analogies between standard image classification terms and their AutoEval
equivalents. The analogy shows that the image classification is an image based task,
while the AutoEval problem in this work is dataset based
domain gap causes a low test accuracy [13,38,39]. This paper shares a related
but distinct purpose from domain adaptation. Instead of improving the accu-
racy on the target (test) set, we aim to quantitatively estimate the test accuracy
without labels, requiring us to study the underlying relationship between dataset
distributions and model performance.
We propose to learn this relationship via a meta-dataset (dataset of datasets).
We use the terms meta set and meta-dataset interchangeably. Unlike most ex-
isting datasets that treat each image as a sample, we work on the dataset level:
in the meta-dataset, each dataset is treated as a sample, which we term “sample
set”. Analogies between standard image classification and AutoEval tasks are
shown in Table. 1. The sample sets should possess an appropriate number of
images, exhibit a diverse spread of distributions and, in the case of image classi-
fication, have the same set of classes. It is difficult to collect sufficient real-world
sample sets that meet the three requirements, so we construct the meta set by
data synthesis. Every sample set in the meta set is generated from a seed set that
follows the same distribution as the original training set. This is achieved via var-
ious image transformation operations on the generative set, including blurring,
background substitution, foreground rotation, etc. Because the synthetic sample
sets are transformed versions of the seed set, they are fully labeled. Using these
labels, we can obtain the recognition accuracy of the classifier on each sample set.
Sample set i can thus be denoted by (fi, ai), where ai is recognition accuracy,
and fi is the vector representation of the dataset, e.g., the mean vector of image
features in this dataset. With this meta set denoted as {(fi, ai)}, i = 1, ..., N ,
where N is the number of sample sets, we can train a regression model that
takes f as input and predicts the recognition accuracy of a trained model on a
test dataset. To summarize, we make the following contributions.
– We introduce the AutoEval task, aiming to estimate the recognition accuracy
of a trained classifier on a test set without test labels.
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– We propose to learn an accuracy regression model from a synthetic meta-
dataset and obtain decent accuracy predictions for real-world test datasets.
2 Related Work
Dataset-level analysis. While most computer vision tasks can be described
as some form of image-level analysis, very limited literature exists that explores
dataset-level analysis. Some work has focused on optimizing dataset construction
by selecting a subset of images for pretraining for a specific downstream task
[6,43,41]. Specifically, Cui et al. [6] propose a similarity metric to select relevant
classes of a given dataset for network pretraining. In a similar line of work,
Zhang et al. [43] select task-related images from the auxiliary data for training
networks. Recently, Yan et al. [41] introduce a large-scale search engine to find
the most useful transfer learning data for the target task.
Another avenue of research aims to automatically synthesize a labeled train-
ing set for a downstream task [22] [34] by learning to edit the parameters of
graphic engines to minimize the content gap between synthetic training data and
real test data. Our work is related in that we also study inter-dataset relation-
ships. Specifically, we propose to estimate the model classification performance
on an unlabeled dataset from the perspective of the data distribution.
The out-of-distribution (OoD) detection task [9,18,27,40,28] considers the
distribution of test samples. Specifically, this task aims to detect test samples
that follow a distribution different from the training distribution. This task has
been studied from different views, such as anomaly detection [1], open-set recog-
nition [2], and rejection [4]. Our work considers the all test samples to predict
model performance based on the overall distribution of a test dataset.
Model evaluation. Recently, generative adversarial networks (GANs) have
achieved outstanding results in generating realistic images [14,23,3]. The objec-
tive of GANs is to generate images that follow the real-data distribution. For
the evaluation of the performance of GANs at image generation, several metrics
have been proposed, such as Inception Score [35] and Frchet Inception Distance
[19]. While these evaluation metrics focus only on image quality, our work is
concerned with the final model accuracy on a dataset of unlabeled images.
Unsupervised Domain adaptation. Our work also relates to unsuper-
vised domain adaptation. This task aims to use labeled source samples and un-
labeled target samples to learn a classifier that can generalize well on the target
dataset. Existing approaches attempt to eliminate the shift between the source
and target distributions. Many moment matching schemes have been studied
for this task [37,30,39,33,37,44]. Long et al. [30] and Tzeng et al. [39] utilize
the maximum mean discrepancy (MMD) metric [15] to learn a shared feature
representation. Peng et al. [33] aims to address multi-source domain adaptation
by matching moments. Sun et al. [37] propose to perform domain adaptation
by matching the second-order of feature distribution. Zhang et al. [44] propose
to map infinte-dimensional matrices in RKHS. In this work, we study the un-
derlying relationship between the model performance and the distribution shift.
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By leveraging dataset level statistics of we are able to accurately predict model
performance on unlabeled test sets.
3 Automatic Model Evaluation
We are interested in predicting the recognition accuracy of a trained classifier
on an unlabeled test set.
3.1 Problem Definition
We first define a labeled dataset, Dl = {(xi, yi)} for i ∈ [1, ...,M ] where xi is an
image, yi is its class label, and M is the number of images. Consider a source
domain S, from which we sample an original training dataset Dori. We use Dori
to train a classifier fθ : xi → yˆi, which is parameterized by θ and maps an image
xi to its predicted class yˆi.
Given Dl, we obtain its classification accuracy by comparing the class pre-
dictions yˆi with the ground truths yi to obtain accuracy,
astandard =
∑M
i=1Jyˆi == yiK
M
, (1)
where J·K is an indicator function returning 1 if argument is true and 0 otherwise.
In AutoEval, given fθ and an unlabeled dataset Du = {xi} for i ∈ [1, ...,M ],
we use an accuracy predictor A : (fθ,Du) → a, which outputs an estimated
classifier accuracy a ∈ [0, 1] on this test set,
aauto = A(fθ,Du). (2)
Note that in image classification, Dori and Du share the same label space.
3.2 An Intuitive Solution
We first present an intuitive solution to the AutoEval problem, which is not
learning based. This solution is motivated by the pseudo labeling strategy in
many vision tasks [18,42,31]. The basic assumption is: if a class prediction is
made with a high confidence (softmax score), this prediction is likely to be
correct. Formally, let us consider a K-way classification problem. When feeding
a test image xi to a trained classifier fθ, we obtain si ∈ RK , which is the output
of the softmax layer. The k-th entry in si characterizes the probability of xi
belonging to class k. The `1 norm ‖si‖1 = 1.
Intuitively, if the maximum entry of si is greater than a threshold τ , image
xi is considered to be correctly classified. Our accuracy predictor is written as,
amax = Amax(fθ,Du) =
∑M
i=1Jmax(si) > τK
M
, (3)
where M is the number of images in Du. We will evaluate Amax in the experiment
and show that it does not work consistently well.
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4 Learning to Predict Classifier Accuracy
4.1 Formulation
Motivated by the implications in domain adaptation, we propose to address
AutoEval by measuring the distribution shift between the original training set
and the test set, and explicitly learning a mapping function from the distribution
shift to the classifier accuracy.
Under this consideration, we formulate AutoEval as a dataset-level regression
problem. In this problem, we view a dataset as a sample, and its label is the
recognition accuracy on the dataset itself. Suppose we have N sample sets. We
denote the j-th sample set Dj as (fj , aj), where fj is some vector representation
for Dj , and aj ∈ [0, 1] is the recognition accuracy of classifier fθ on Dj . We aim
to learn a regression model (accuracy predictor), written as,
aj = A(fj). (4)
We use a standard squared loss function for this model,
L = 1
N
N∑
j=1
(aˆj − aj)2, (5)
where aˆj is the predicted classifier accuracy of the j-th sample set Dj , and aj is
the ground truth classifier accuracy of Dj .
During testing, we extract the dataset representation fu for the unlabeled
test set Du, and obtain the classification accuracy using a = A(fu).
To optimize the regression model defined in Eq. 4 and Eq. 5, we need to
specify the design of 1) dataset representation fi, 2) regression model A, and 3)
the N sample sets (meta-dataset).
4.2 Two Regression Models and Their Dataset Representations
Linear regression. We first introduce a simple linear regression model,
alinear = Alinear(f) = w1flinear + w0, (6)
where flinear ∈ R is the representation of sample set D, and w1, w2 ∈ R are pa-
rameters of this linear regression model. Based on the intuition that the domain
gap impacts classifier accuracy, we define flinear as the quantified domain gap
between dataset D and the original training set Dori. Specifically, we use the
Frchet distance [10] to measure the domain gap, and thus,
flinear = FD(Dori,D) = ‖µori − µ‖22 + Tr(Σori +Σ − 2(ΣoriΣ))
1
2 , (7)
where µori and µ are the mean feature vectors of Dori and D, respectively.
Σori and Σ are the covariance matrices of Dori and D, respectively. They are
calculated from the image features in Dori and D, which are extracted using the
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Fig. 2. Relationship between the distribution shift and classifier accuracy on digits and
natural image classification. Each point represents a sample set of the meta set. We
observe a very strong negative correlation between accuracy and distribution shift, i.e.,
the test error is in proportion to the distribution shift
classifier fθ trained on Dori. Other measurements of the domain gap can also be
used, such as MMD [15].
Proof of concept. Given a meta set and a classifier trained on the train-
ing dataset Dori from a source domain S, we study the relationship between
classifier’s accuracy and distribution shift. In Fig 2, we show the accuracy as a
function of the distribution shift in the Fig 2. The distribution shift is measured
by Frchet distance with the features extracted from the trained classifier. In
practice, we use the activations in the penultimate of the classifier as features.
In both digits and natural image classification scenarios, we observe a very
strong negative correlation between accuracy and distribution shift in both digits
and natural image classification. Namely, the classifier tends to achieve a low
accuracy on the sample set which has a high distribution shift with training set
Dori. This is consistent with our motivation that distribution shifts impacts the
classifier accuracy.
Neural network regression. Besides the linear regression, we also propose
a neural network regression model, aneural = Aneural(fneural), which has the
same formulation as Eq. 4. In practice, we use a simple fully connected neural
network for regression. The input of the model is the dataset representation
fneural, and the output is the estimated classifier accuracy aneural.
Inspired by the works about the moments of distributions [33] [44], we pro-
pose to represent a dataset by its first-order and second-order feature statistics,
i.e., mean vector and covariance matrix. Moreover, we also include a 1-dim FD
score to the representation. Compared with linear regression, the neural net-
work regression has a richer dataset representation. The dataset representation
is written as,
fneural = [flinear;µ;σ], (8)
where flinear ∈ R is the Frchet distance between D and Dori, µ and Σ are
calculate the same way as Eq. 7. We calculate σ by taking a weighted summa-
tion of each row of Σ to produce a single vector, using learned column specific
coefficients that are shared across all rows. For example, if the feature extracted
from fθ is d-dim, the dimensionality of fneural is 1 + 2d.
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Fig. 3. Visual examples of transformations. Here we show autoContrast, rotation, col-
oring, and translation. For other used transformations, we refer readers to [5]
4.3 Constructing Training Meta-dataset
Meta-datasets for training. The regression model (Eq. 4, Eq. 5, Eq. 8) takes
the dataset representation as input and outputs a classification accuracy. To
train it, we need to prepare a meta-dataset in which each sample is a dataset.
In classification, the diversity of the samples in the training set should ideally
be sufficient such that test scenario is represented in its distribution. In this
work, we seek to create a diverse meta set that (hopefully) contains the test
distributions. To construct such a meta set, we should collect sample sets that
are 1) large in number, 2) diverse in the data distribution, and 3) have the same
label space with the original training set. There are very few real-world datasets
that satisfy these requirement, so we resort to data synthesis.
For each classification task (digits or natural images), we synthesize sample
sets from a single seed dataset. The seed Ds is sampled from source domain S,
and thus has the same distribution as Dori. Given Ds, we apply various visual
transformation and obtain N different sample sets Dj , j = 1, ..., N . Since Ds is
fully labeled, these sample sets inherent the labels from Ds.
To create a sample set Dj , we adopt a two-step procedure: perform back-
ground change, and then image transformations. In the first step, we keep the
foreground / object unchanged and replace the background. For each sample set,
we randomly select an image from the COCO dataset [29], from which we ran-
domly crop a patch and use it as the background. The patch scale and position
in that image are both random. In the second step, for the background-replaced
images, we use six image transformations defined in [5], including autoCon-
trast, rotation, color, brightness, sharpness, and translation. Examples of some
transformations are shown in Fig. 4.2. For each sample set, we randomly se-
lect and combine three out of the six transformations, with the magnitude of
each transformation being random on per-sample basis. As such, each sample
set is generated by background replacement and a combination of three image
transformations. Fig. 4 presents examples of sample sets in natural image classi-
fication, where background replacement can be observed. In the supplementary
materials, we present the detailed transformation parameters and more visual
examples of the training meta set. Note that a sample set inherits all the im-
age labels from the seed set and is fully labeled. As such, we can calculate the
recognition accuracy of classifier fθ on each sample set. Sample set Dj can be
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Fig. 4. The seed set and examples of three sample sets. The seed set is from the same
distribution with the original training set; they share the same classes but do not have
image overlap. The sample sets are generated from the seed by background replacement
and image transformations. The sample sets exhibit distinct data distributions, but
inherit the foreground objects from the seed, and thus are fully labeled. Many sample
sets form a meta-dataset from which an accuracy regression model is trained
denoted as (fj , aj), which is used as a training sample to optimize the regression
model.
Real-world datasets for testing. This is an early attempt for the AutoE-
val problem. To our knowledge, we could only find few real-world datasets that
have different distributions but contain the same classes. To clarify the AutoEval
problem, we conduct extensive analyses with these dataset.
For digits classification, we use USPS [21] and SVHN [32], both with 10
classes. For natural image classification, we use three existing datasets, i.e.,
PASCAL [11], Caltech [16], and ImageNet [7], all with 12 classes. Details of the
test meta sets are provided in Section 5.1.
5 Experiment and Analysis
5.1 Experimental Settings
We study the AutoEval problem on two classification tasks: digit classification
and natural image classification.
Digit classification. The original training set contains all the training im-
ages of MNIST. We use the testing images of MNIST as the seed to generate
the training meta set. Because MNIST images are binary, the foreground can be
separated from the background. When generating meta set, we randomly select
an image from the COCO training set, and the background of each image is
replaced with a random patch of the sampled COCO image. Then, we apply
three out of six image transformations to images. We generate 3, 000 sample
sets, of which we use 3,000 and 1,000 for the training and the validation meta
set, respectively. Moreover, we use two real datasets for testing, i.e., USPS [21]
and SVHN [32] datasets.
Natural image classification. We use COCO [29] training set as the orig-
inal training set, and COCO validation set as the seed set to build the meta set.
When generating the meta set for training, we use the instance mask annotation
10 W. Deng and L. Zheng
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Fig. 5. Sample images from real-world test datasets, including SVNH, USPS, Pascal,
Caltech and ImageNet. The former two are for digit classification, and the latter three
are for natural image classification. We predict the classifier accuracy on these datasets
of the COCO validation set to get foreground regions. Similar to digit classifica-
tion, for each sample set, we replace the background with a random patch of an
image in the COCO test set. We apply image transformations to introduce more
visual difference. We create 1,600 sample sets from the seed set, of which we
use 1,000 and 600 for the training and the validation meta set, respectively. In
testing, we use PASCAL [11], Caltech [16], and ImageNet [7]. For each dataset,
we select images of 12 common classes, i.e., aeroplane, bike, bird, boat, bottle,
bus, car, dog, horse, monitor, motorbike, and person. Note that we reduce the
“person” class to 600 images to balance the overall number of images per class.
Classifier architecture. For digit classification, we use LeNet-5 [26] as
classifier, which is trained on the original MNIST training set. Since the all
images are mapped to the RGB space, we modify the number of input channel
of LeNet-5 to 3. For natural image classification, we use the ResNet-50 pretrained
on ImageNet [7] which is adapted to the 12-way classification.
Metrics. This paper estimates the recognition accuracy of a model on a test
set. To evaluate the performance of such estimate, we use root mean squared
error (RMSE) and mean absolute error (MAE) as metrics. RMSE measures
the average squared difference between the estimated classifier accuracy and
ground-truth accuracy. MAE measures the average magnitude of the errors s.
Small RMSE and MAE correspond to good predictions and vice versa.
5.2 Evaluating Three Classifier Accuracy Predictors
This paper introduces three possible methods to estimate the recognition accu-
racy, including the confidence-based method, linear regression and neural net-
work regression. We report and compare the performance of these three meth-
ods in Table 2. For the confidence-based method, two thresholds are used, i.e.,
τ = 0.8 or 0.9 (Eq. 3). We provide the following analysis.
The confidence-based method is very unstable. Under a specific thresh-
old (τ = 0.8), this method makes accuracy prediction on natural image datasets
(RMSE=2.28%), but its prediction quality drops significantly (from 2.28% to
6.96%) when we increase value of τ to 0.9. What is more, its performance is
very poor when considering the digit classification task. Under two values of τ ,
the RMSE is consistently high, i.e., 22.66% and 25.59%, respectively. Although
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Table 2. Method comparison in predicting classification accuracy. Results on digit
classification (SVHN and USPS datasets) and natural image classification (Pascal,
Caltech and ImageNet) are shown. We compare three methods, i.e., confidence-based
(Section 3.2), linear regression and neural network regression (Section 4.2). For each
dataset, we report the estimated classification accuracy (%). For both digit and natural
image classification, RMSE (%) is reported. The original training sets are MNIST and
COCO, respectively. The ground-truth recognition accuracy (%) is presented
Digits Natural images
Method SVHN USPS RMSE↓ Pascal Caltech ImageNet RMSE↓
Ground-truth accuracy 25.46 64.08 0 86.13 93.40 88.83 0
Confidence (τ = 0.8) 7.97 37.22 22.66 84.32 90.78 86.50 2.28
Confidence (τ = 0.9) 7.03 32.94 25.59 78.61 87.71 87.71 6.96
Linear reg. 26.28 50.14 9.87 83.87 79.11 83.19 8.62
Neural network reg. 27.52 64.11 1.46 87.76 89.39 91.82 3.04
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Fig. 6. Comparing linear regression and neural network regression when test data un-
dergo new image transformations such as Cutout [8,45], Shear, Equalize and ColorTem-
perature [5]. The transformed datasets are denoted by “-A” and “-B”. We report the
absolute error (%) between estimated classifier accuracy and the ground truth accuracy
(also shown below each dataset)
this method is simple to implement, it is sensitive to different thresholds and
different tasks. A possible way to improve it is to learn task-specific thresholds
that take into account the dataset distributions.
Regression methods make better predictions than confidence-based
method. In digit datasets, the RMSE values of linear regression and neural
network regression are 9.87% and 1.46%, respectively. A similar trend can be
observed in natural image datasets. Their RMSE scores are generally lower and
more stable than those of the confidence-based method. This indicates the ef-
fectiveness of learning-based methods: the distribution difference between the
original training set and the test sets is a critical feature.
Neural network regression is generally better than linear regres-
sion. Table 2 demonstrates that neural network regression is more accurate than
linear regression in both digit and natural image datasets. For example, RMSE of
the former is 8.41% lower than the latter on digit datasets. In fact, the RMSE of
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neural network regression is as small as 1.46%: the predicted classifier accuracy
is very close to the ground truth accuracy.
To further examine the two regression methods, we report a new group of
experiment on natural image classification in Fig. 6. Here, we perform image
transformations to the real datasets (ImageNet, Pascal and Caltach) and as-
sess the performance of the two regression methods on these “edited real-world
datasets”. Note that the image transformations we use here are not those applied
in meta-dataset generation. Thus, this experiment assesses some generalization
ability of the regression methods. From Fig. 6, we first observe that the ground
truth recognition accuracy on the edited datasets is lower than that on the real
datasets. It suggests that the image transformations are introducing visual differ-
ences that hinder the classifier performance. When comparing the two regression
methods, we observe that neural network regression gives lower errors in 2 out
of 9 datasets. In these two datasets (ImageNet-B and Pascal-A), the absolute
error of neural network regression is 5.76% and 3.27%, respectively, which are
acceptable. This suggests that neural network regression is generally better.
We note that linear regression is significantly inferior to neural network re-
gression on Caltech datasets, where linear regression gives errors higher than
10%. However, Caltech is an interesting dataset. Its images have relatively sim-
ple backgrounds and salient foregrounds, implying that they are “easy” to clas-
sify. However, such simple background contrasts significantly with the original
training set (COCO), so the FD score between Caltech and COCO is very large.
By only looking at the FD score, linear regression tends to predict that the
recognition accuracy on Caltech is low. In comparison, neural network regres-
sion not only looks at FD, but also the data distribution of Caltech. The meta-
dataset might already contain sample sets with such “simple backgrounds” (large
FID), and high recognition accuracy. Under such circumstances, the network has
learned to overrule the large FD and instead resort to the “simple background”
when making predictions.
5.3 Analysis of the Training Meta-Dataset
The synthetic meta-dataset is a key component of our system, allowing us to
obtain labeled samples sets in a large scale. We analyze its impact on the system
from the following aspects.
Meta set size. We study the impact of meta set size on the regression
methods. In Fig. 7 (first row). We observe the results of linear regression are
relatively stable with different meta set size. It can achieve acceptable perfor-
mance even with 50 sample sets. This is because linear regression only has two
parameters (Eq. 6), which can be learned with few samples. In comparison, neu-
ral work cannot achieve good results when the number of sample sets is small.
When provided adequate sample sets, the neural network can learn effectively
and surpasses the linear regression.
Sample set size. By default, the number of images in each sample set
is equal to that of seed Ds. We study the impact of sample set size on the
regression methods. In the experiment, we set the meta set size 1000, and vary
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Fig. 7. The impact of meta set size (first row) and sample set size (second row) on
the performance of regression methods. We report the absolute errors (%) between
estimated classifier accuracy and the ground-truth accuracy. We observe that linear
regression is relatively stable with different sample set and meta set size. In comparison,
neural network needs more and large sample sets for training
the sample set size. In Fig .7 (second row), we observe linear regression is stable
under different sample set sizes. In comparison, the neural network needs more
images in each sample set for training. We think more images in each sample set
makes the dataset representation more accurate. This is beneficial for regression
learning of network.
Classifier architecture. The dataset representation is based the features of
classifier trained on the source domain. Different classifier architectures will lead
to different dataset representations. In Fig. 8, we report the results with Desenet-
121 [20] and VGG-16 [36]. We observe that both neural network and linear
regression are still effective with features extracted from these two networks. We
believe the dataset distributions in our meta set are diverse regardless of the
classifier architecture. This is the key reason why both regression methods can
work well under different feature statistics from three classifiers.
6 Conclusions and Perspectives
This paper investigates the problem of predicting classifier accuracy on test sets
without ground truth labels. It has the potential to yield significant practical
value, such as predicting system failure in unseen real-world environments. Im-
portantly, this task requires us to derive similarities and representations on the
dataset level, which is significantly different from common image-level problems.
We make some initial attempts by devising two regression models which di-
rectly estimate classifier accuracy based on overall dataset statistics. We build a
dataset of datasets (meta-dataset) to train the regression model. We show that
the synthetic meta-dataset can cover a good range of dataset distributions and
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Fig. 8. Estimation accuracy of linear regression and neural network regression under
different classifier architectures, i.e, ResNet-50 [17], Desenet-121 [20] and VGG-16 [36].
For each classifier, we show the absolute error (%) between grouch-truth accuracy
(shown below each dataset) and estimated accuracy. We observe both methods are
effective with feature statistics from three classifier architectures
benefit AutoEval on real-world test sets. For the remainder of this section, we
discuss the limitations, potential, and interesting aspects of AutoEval.
Application scope. Our system assumes that variations in the real-world
test datasets can be approximated by the image transformations in the training
meta set. If the test datasets exhibit some very special patterns or conditions,
our system might not be able to work. An example is that the test dataset has
an entirely different set of classes, and this test distribution cannot be approx-
imated by the meta-dataset in our work. Under this circumstance, our trained
model algorithm will still give an estimated accuracy, which is clearly incorrect.
On a related extreme case, the test dataset might only contain ambiguous /
misclassified samples, meaning that the test accuracy could be as poor as ran-
dom. Such cases are not included in the construction of meta-dataset, either.
Potentially, the above two problems can be addressed by including such cases
into the meta-dataset, but it requires specific dataset design. Another option
is to explore out-of-distribution detection [9] [18], sample anomaly detection [1]
and rejection [4] to explicitly detect such cases.
Dataset Representation. Our work raises an interesting research prob-
lem: how to represent dataset? This problem is much more challenging than
describing a single image because a dataset contains much more information.
This work uses first- and second-order feature statistics and the FD score under
the context of object recognition. In recognition, stronger dataset presentations
need to be designed so as to better characterize a dataset. This can be manually
designed, or end-to-end learned. On the other hand, it would be interesting to
study data representation in other tasks such as object detection and semantic
segmentation, where global feature statistics might not be a good choice.
Similarities between datasets. In this work, we measure dataset simi-
larity using the FD score. However, this problem is as challenging as dataset
representation, especially when we aim to connect the similarity with test ac-
curacy. Moreover, this problem will benefit the domain adaptation field, where
more precise domain gap measurement and its connection to target set accuracy
will significantly help algorithm design.
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7 Supplementary
In this section, we first detail the image transformations used to generate the
meta dataset. We then provide more visual examples of sample sets. Last, we
show the relationship between distribution shift and accuracy based on three
different classifiers.
7.1 Meta Set
Image Transformation The image transformations used in meta set construc-
tion are listed in Table. 3. We briefly describe each transformation (the second
column), and introduce its magnitude information (the third column).
Table 3. List of all image transformations that we choose from during meta set con-
struction. The magnitude range of each transformation is shown in the third column.
Some transformations do not use the magnitude information (e.g., AutoConstrast)
Operation Name Description Range of
magnitudes
AutoContrast Maximize the image contrast, by making the
darkest pixel black and lightest pixel white.
Rotate Rotate the image magnitude degrees. [-30, 30]
Color Adjust the color balance of the image. A mag-
nitude=0 gives a black & white image, whereas
magnitude=1 gives the original image.
[0.1, 1.9]
Brightness Adjust the brightness of the image. A magni-
tude=0 gives a black image, whereas magni-
tude=1 gives the original image.
[0.1, 1.9]
Sharpness Adjust the sharpness of the image. A magni-
tude=0 gives a blurred image, whereas magni-
tude=1 gives the original image.
[0.1, 1.9]
TranslateX(Y) Translate the image in the horizontal (vertical)
direction by magnitude number of pixels.
[-150, 150]
Cutout [8,45] Set a random square patch of side-length mag-
nitude pixels to gray.
[0, 60]
ShearX(Y) Shear the image along the horizontal (vertical)
axis with rate magnitude.
[-0.3, 0.3]
Equalize Equalize the image histogram.
ColorTemperature Change the temperature of an image to a given
magnitude in Kelvin.
[1000, 11000]
Sample Set We show more visual examples of sample sets in Fig. 9 and Fig. 10.
Each sample set is generated by background change and a combination of three
image transformations. Compared with the seed set, each sample set has many
visual differences. Thus, each sample set exhibits a distinct data distribution.
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Fig. 9. Seed set and examples of fifteen sample sets for the task of natural image
classification. The seed set is sampled from the same distribution as the original training
set; they share the same classes but do not have image overlap. The sample sets are
generated from the seed by background replacement and image transformations. The
sample sets exhibit distinct data distributions, but inherit the foreground objects from
the seed, and hence are fully labeled
Moreover, the foreground object is preserved, so the sample set is fully labeled.
A meta set consists of many sample sets. With meta set, we can learn a mapping
function from the distribution shift to classifier accuracy.
Meta Set Construction Each sample set in the meta set is generated by back-
ground replacement and a combination of three image transformations. Both
techniques can introduce many visual differences, and thus create diverse sam-
ple sets. In our work, we use a combination of background change and three
random image transformations for the meta set construction. Here, we study
the impact of these two techniques on the diversity of the meta set. Specifically,
we construct another three meta sets, 1) Meta set A, construction only with
background change; 2) Meta set B, construction only with three random image
transformations; 3) Meta set C, construction with background change and only
one random image transformation. We report the results in Fig. 11.
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seed set sample set 1 sample set 3sample set 2
sample set 5 sample set 7sample set 6sample set 4
Fig. 10. Seed set and examples of seven sample sets for the task of digit classification
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Fig. 11. Absolute errors (%) of the regression method based on different meta sets. The
four meta sets are, 1) Meta set A, construction only with background change; 2) Meta
set B, construction only with three random image transformations; 3) Meta set C, con-
struction with background change and only one random image transformation; 4) meta
set, construction with background change and three random image transformations
We find that regression methods based on meta set A cannot achieve high
performance. This indicates only changing background is not enough for meta
set construction. Moreover, only using image transformations (meta set B) also
insufficient. We note that network regression gains more desirable accuracy when
meta set becomes more diverse (using more transformations). This demonstrates
that learning a mapping function from the distribution shift to the classifier’s
accuracy requires a diverse meta set.
7.2 Distribution shift vs. Accuracy
In this section, we show the relationship between distribution and accuracy based
on three classifiers, i.e., ResNet-50, Desenet-121, and VGG-16. We show the
results on the natural image classification in Fig. 12. Given a classifier, the
distribution shift (Frchet distance) is calculated its features. We observe that
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Fig. 12. Relationship between the distribution shift and accuracy based on different
classifiers. We show the results on natural image classification. Each point represents
a sample set of the meta set. For each classifier, we observe a very strong negative
correlation between its accuracy and distribution shift
the range of distribution shift can be varied with different classifiers. However,
the overall relationship between the classifier’s accuracy and distribution shift is
the same. Specifically, they have a very strong negative correlation.
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